INTRODUCTION
The automatic continuity of positive linear functionals (plfs) on Banach *-algebras possessing a bounded approximate identity was first proved by Varopoulos [20] using an extension of Cohen's factorization theorem 151. Subsequently, it was shown (see [6, 12, 151 ) that, for Frechet *-algebras with uniformly bounded approximate identities, all of the ingredients of Varopoulos' proof remain valid; hence, every plf on such an algebra is automatically continuous. In this paper, several automatic continuity results for plfs on more general topological *-algebras (e.g., LMC *-algebras) without identities are established. Further, applications of these results to abstract harmonic analysis on certain locally compact groups are presented.
DEFINITIONS
AND PRELIMINARIES DEFINITION 2.1. A (locally convex) topological *-algebra A is an algebra with involution x+x* which is a complex (locally convex) Hausdorff-topological vector space such that the ring multiplication is separately continuous and the involution is continuous. DEFINITION 
2.
2. An algebra A is said to factor if A = A*, where A* = span{xy: x, y E A}. DEFINITION 2.3. A locally convex topological *-algebra A is an LMC (locally multiplicatively convex) *-algebra if its topology is given by a family (p* : L E A } of submultiplicative (i.e., pA(xy) Q p,(x)p,( y)) symmetric (i.e., pn(x*) =pn(x)) seminorms. A complete metrizable LMC *-algebra is called a FGchet *-algebra. THEOREM 2.6 (3, Theorems 2.4, 3.11. Let A be a complete LMC *-algebra with a depning family { pn : A E A} of submultiplicative-symmetric seminorms, and let (B, : I E A ) and { II~, : I. ( ,I.I) be the associated families of Banach *-algebras and norm-decreasing *-homomorphisms as in Notation 2.5. Then A = proj lim B, (the projective limit of the (B,\); hence, in particular, tf x(n) E B, for all 1 E A and tf ~~~(x(,tt)) = x(A) whenever A < ,tt, then there exists an x E A such that x~~ = z,~(x) = x(n), for all /1 E A. DEFINITION 2.7. Let A be an LMC algebra without identity. For x, y E A, let x o y = x + y -xy. An element x E A is said to be quasi-regular in A if there exists y E A such that x 0 y = 0 = y 0 x; y is called the quasiinverse of x.The algebra A is a Q-algebra if the set of quasi-regular elements of A is open in A [ 13, App. E]. If x E A, an LMC algebra without identity, then its spectrum is Sp(x, A) = {c E C\(O}: c-lx is not quasi-regular in A} U (O), and its spectral radius is r(x, A) = sup{ Ic/: c E Sp(x, A)}. The spectrum of each element of an LMC algebra is nonempty. 2.9. Let A be an LMC algebra. An element x E A will be called spectrally bounded if r(x,A) < fco. Further, A will be termed (almost) spectrally bounded if the spectrally bounded elements of A are (dense in) all of A. Remark 2.10. It is known that every Q-algebra is spectrally bounded, and further examples and facts relating to almost spectrally bounded and spectrally bounded LMC algebras are given in [ 13, Sec. 131 . DEFINITION 2.10. A net {e,: LC) E Q) in a topological algebra A is called a left (resp., right, two-sided) approximate identity (lai) (resp., rai, tai) if e,x -+ x (resp., xe, + x, e,x -+ x, and xe, + x), for every x E A. It is said to be pointwise operator bounded (pob) if {e,x: o E 0) (resp., {xe, : o E a}, (e,x: wEQ}U {xe w : w E Q)) are bounded subsets of A, for every x E A. It is central if e,x X xe,, for every w E n, x E A. 2.14. A plf f on a topological *-algebra A has finite variation if there exists a positive constant K such that If(x)]' < Kf(x*x), for every x E A; the inlimum of all such K is called the variation off, denoted vdf). A plf f on a topological *-algebra A is Hermitian if f(x*) = f(x) ( denotes complex conjugation), for all x E A, and extendable if it is Hermitian and has finite variation. Notation 2.15. Let f be a plf on a topological *-algebra A and let x E A. Define f, on A by f,(y) = f(x*yx). Note that f' is an extendable plf on A and that v(f,) ,< f(x*x) (c.f. [2, Lemma 37.61). DEFINITION 2.16. One plf f on a topological *-algebra A is said to dominate another plf g on A if f-g is a plf on A or, equivalently, g(x*x) < f(x*x), for all x E A.
MAIN RESULTS
The starting point for our results is the following theorem of Ng and Warner [ 15, Theorem 41. THEOREM 3.1. Every extendable plf on a complete metrizable topological *-algebra is continuous.
This result can be extended to a class of LMC *-algebras via a structure theorem due to Akkar [ 11. To put this structure theorem in perspective, we recall the well-known result [ 10, Proposition 3.7 .51 that every quasicomplete (hence, sequentially complete) bornological locally convex space is the inductive limit of a family of Banach spaces. THEOREM 3.2. If A is a sequentially complete bornological LMC *-algebra, then every extendable plf on A is continuous.
Proof: The structure theorem referred to above essentially states that A is the inductive liit of a family of Frichet *-algebras; the key idea in Akkar's proof is an argument due to Dixon and Fremlin [8] using Garling's completeness theorem [ 9, Theorem 11. Now, if f is an extendable plf on A, then its restriction to each of the Frechet *-algebras in the inductive family is also an extendable plf. Consequently, each of these restrictions is continuous by Theorem 3.1 and, by a general property of inductive limits [ 10, Proposition 2.12.11, it follows that f is continuous on A. 1
Of course, Theorem 3.2 extends to locally convex *-algebras which are inductive limits of families of either complete metrizable locally convex *-algebras or sequentially complete bornological LMC *-algebras. An alternate proof of Theorem 3.2 can be given by using the Dixon-Fremlin argument 181, together with Theorem 3.1, to prove that every extendable plf on a sequentially complete LMC *-algebra is necessarily bounded. Theorem 3.2 then follows by noting that, on bornological locally convex spaces, bounded linear functionals are continuous. It should be noted that, although sequential completeness is more general than quasi-completeness for arbitrary locally convex spaces 118, Exercise 21, p. 1951, the DixonFremlin construction shows that the two notions coincide for LMC algebras.
Next, we give a version of Ford's square root lemma which applies in the setting of complete LMC *-algebras. LEMMA 3.3. Let A be a complete LMC *-algebra. If x = x* and r(x, A) < 1, then there exists a unique y = y * in A such that x = y 0 y = 2y -y2 and r(y, A) < 1.
Proof
First, in Notation 2.5, A = proj lim B, (Theorem 2.6) and r(x, A) = sup(r(x,, B,): A E II) (Theorem 2.8). Let r(x, A) = 7 < 1; then, for each 2 E/i, r(x,,A) < r < 1. Hence, by Ford's square root lemma (2, Propositions 8.13, 12.111 (applied to x1 in the Banach *-algebra B,), there exists a unique y, = yf such that x1 = y, o y, and r( y,, B,) < q. NOW, suppose 1, ,u E A and 1 <p; then, zJ = nA,(y,) satisfies z1 = zx, x1 = ZA 0 ZA. Also, r(z*, B1) = lim,,, "VP~ and ~~(4) = RI~~Y~)) G P,(Y:), so GA, B,J < lim,,, vpm = r( y,, B,) < v < 1. Consequently, by uniqueness, yA = Z~ = am,,.
Therefore (Theorem 2.6), there exists a unique y in A such that n*(y) = y,, for all J E /i. It is clear that y * = y, x = y o y, and r( y, A) = sup{ r( y, , B,): I E /1} < ?j < 1. Finally, if z E A is such that z* = z, x = z o z, and r(z, A) < 1, then, for each A E Ai, zI\ = z~, xA=zAozA, r(zJ, B,) ( 1, and so the uniqueness in Ford's square root lemma on B, implies the z* = y,; hence, z = y. I Now, we state a generalization of the main result of Murphy [ 14, Theorem] . The proof given in [ 141, which relies upon the principle of uniform boundedness (and so is valid for our setting as well), is omitted. for all u, y, z E A; that is, f (A 3, = 0 which cannot be, since A 3 = A. Consequently, there exists some u E A such that f, # 0. However, by property (c), this means that there exists a spectrally bounded x (chosen without loss of generality so that r(x*x, A) < 1) such that &(x*x) > 0. By commutativity of A, it follows thatf, is a nonzero continuous plf on A. Now, by Lemma 3.3, thereexists ayEA,y=y*, such that x*x = 2y -y*. Thus, for each z E A, (f -f,)(z *z> = f(z *z -x*z*zx) = f(z *z -z *x*xz) =f(Z*Z -2z"yz + z*y* -z) =f((z" -z*y)(z -YZ)) =f((z -yz>* (z -YZ>> a 0, and so f dominates f,. 1
Our final theorem in this section uses the existence of a pointwise operator bounded approximate identity (pobai, see Definition 2.11) in the algebra to obtain automatic continuity of plfs on the algebra. The result is new even for Banach *-algebras. i"( y + ikx*)* a( y + ikx), it follows immediately that the linear functional a + f(xay) is continuous on A, for all x, y E A. Next, without loss of generality (using (ez } in place of (e,}, if necessary), assume that {e,: w E Q} is a right pobai for A. ProojI First consider the case where G is an elementary Lie group (i.e., G = R" x T"' X Zk X F, F a finite Abelian group). In this case, S(G) is a Frtchet space; hence, every extendable plf on S(G) is continuous by Theorem 3.1. Further, the work of Dixmier and Malliavin [7] , together with standard properties of S(G) (to reduce to the case G = RP), shows that S(G) factors. Since S(G) has a sequential central approximate identity (c.f. [I I, 409/89/2-2 Theorem 11.1.6, p. 127 I). Theorem 3.7(b) thus implies that every plf on S(G) is continuous.
If G is an arbitrary LCA group, then S(G) = ind lim S(H/K) (inductive limit), where the limit is taken over pairs (H, K) of subgroups of G such that H is open and compactly generated, K is a compact subgroup of H, and H/K is a Lie group (necessarily elementary). Standard arguments reveal that if T is a plf on S(G), then T is a plf on S(H/K), for every pair (H, K) as above. Consequently, T is continuous on each S(H/K) and, by a general property of inductive limits [ 10. Proposition 2,. 12.1 1, it follows that T is continuous on S(G). I
Observe that, for a general LCA group G, this continuity of plfs result implies that S(G) factors. For, if S(G)'% S(G), then by Zorn's lemma there would exists a nonzero linear functional T on S(G) which vanishes on S(G)'. Such a functional T is clearly a plf on S(G); however, since S(G)' is dense in S(G), T is necessarily discontinuous, which is a contradiction.
Our We sketch the proof. First, for each h E H,, the linear functional a --t (x(a) h 1 h) is an extendable plf on A, and so is continuous. By polarization, it follows that the linear functional a -t (n(a) h 1 k) is continuous on A, for all h, k E H,; that is, the linear map rr: A -+ (B(H,), rw,) is continuous (7,, is the weak operator topology on B(H,)). Consequently, n has closed graph in A x (B(H,), rwO); hence, a fortiori n has closed graph in A X B(H,), and since A is barreled, 7~: A + B(H,) is continuous [ 10, Theorem 3.17.41.
